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System Monitor that monitors iPhone health, now updated for iOS 8.1
Published on 11/29/14
Tekton Technologies today announces System Monitor 3.0 for iOS 8.1, a comprehensive health
check for iOS devices. The application monitors the memory usage, frees unused memory,
battery life, running processes, and disk information. System Monitor helps to free memory
and speed up any iDevice. The app presents all the information in a easy to visualize
graphical view, as well as offers helpful alerts, letting the user know when their
device's systems have reached certain limits.
San Jose, California - Tekton Technologies today is pleased to announce System Monitor 3.0
for iOS 8.1, a comprehensive health check for the iPhone, iPad, and iTouch. The
application monitors the memory in use, frees up unused memory to speed up the iPhone,
monitors battery life, running processes, disk information and other activities on the
user's device. It also activates helpful alerts set by users, letting them know when their
device's systems have reached certain limits.
Feature Highlights:
* Monitors used memory and frees unused memory of background Apps, by reclaiming the
memory unused
* Used Space Pie-Chart and 3D bar graphs of used memory
* Useful battery life and time information
* Tracks running processes
* Disk and device information, showing free and used space
* IP address acquired, hardware address and more
* Helpful alerts notify users when their iOS device reaches system limits
Upon opening the application, the user may watch as the speedometer in first tab, Memory
in Use, decreases. This vivid display demonstrates the app freeing the device's memory and
shows the user the amount of memory remaining in use. If they prefer, users may also
double tap the speedometer display to view the memory break up in a handy bar graph in the
same vivid colors.
The battery tab offers an engaging display, the color of which is alterable by the user,
showing the percentage of battery charge remaining, as well as the time it will take to
recharge the device at its current state. Tapping on the battery allows the user to view a
comprehensive list of how long the user can expect to use the device for various purposes
before charging will be necessary. Here, the user may also set his or her own Battery
Health as well as the device's Low Battery Level; when the device reaches this level the
app will remind the user to charge it.
The application provides users with a complete list of running processes, making them
aware of the apps running on the device. Users may want to close out of some such
processes they may not realize are draining battery. The Disk Information tab provides a
pie chart displaying the amount of memory available and the amount currently used,
providing the information in understandable percentages as well as megabytes. The device's
personal settings are also available, making it easy for the user to locate the operating
system, IP address, last boot, hardware address, and more.
System Monitor 3.0 provides a wide-ranging health check; this comprehensive App combines
health monitoring functions usually reserved for individual, dedicated apps. The vibrant
3D visuals along with impressive sound effects enhance the health check experience, making
it easy to use and enjoyable for all users.
Look no further!, "System Monitor - Battery Health, Free Memory and Used Space", features
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a rich and helpful program that you have never before experienced on your device. Check
out the product page for more info.
Device Requirements:
* iPhone, iPad, or iPod touch
* Requires iOS 8.1 or later
* 3.4 MB
Pricing and Availability:
System Monitor - Battery Health, Free Memory and Used Space, is $0.99 (USD) and available
worldwide exclusively through the App Store in the Productivity category. Review copies
are available on request.
System Monitor - Battery Health, Free Memory and Used Space 3.0:
http://sysmon.tektontek.com
Purchase and Download:
https://itunes.apple.com/app/system-monitor-battery-health/id386118145
Screenshot:
http://a5.mzstatic.com/us/r30/Purple5/v4/a8/42/0c/a8420c29-329aa787-df94-a849563c546f/screen568x568.jpeg
App Icon:
http://a2.mzstatic.com/us/r30/Purple1/v4/c4/60/db/c460dbefc67a-8a9d-16b5-fb651edb2f73/icon175x175.jpeg

Tekton Technologies is a software technology company that focuses on mobile Apps for the
consumer, providing the most apt usability for the mobile user. It focuses on creating
unique and optimal App experiences for the user. The company has developed great Apps
available on the App Store for iOS devices and has a great user base for their Apps. They
also developed successful solutions for their clients in the mobile and Internet space,
such as mobile based coupons, mobile food ordering and many other innovations. Copyright
(C) 2006-2014 Tekton Technologies. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone, and
iPod are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries. Other
trademarks and registered trademarks may be the property of their respective owners.
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